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INTRODUCTION: 
A Coup d’État in the USA?

How would someone conduct a coup d’état in the United States of 
America? This is the central question of this brief book – a bookella 
if we want to borrow from the term novella.

The United States declared independence, as everyone knows, on 
4 July 1776. During that time, the American Revolution struggled to 
hold its own against the British Empire. Military defeats coupled 
with political gridlock, dithering, and indecision in Philadelphia 
undoubtedly frustrated the soldier in the field no less than the 
field commanders. Yet despite frozen feet and empty stomachs, 
the civilians remained head of the Revolution’s government. There 
was no march on Philadelphia by Generals George Washington, 
Benedict Arnold, or Nathaniel Greene. The Continental Congress 
was permitted to poorly lead the country, with no general contesting 
the Congress’s president nor questioning either his or the body’s 
authority. There were, in short, no Minuteman or Continental army 
units that marched on Philadelphia – or any other city where the 
Continental Congress happened to claim as the capital of the newly 
formed country.

Almost 100 years later, when the North was losing battle after 
battle in the South; and then when the South’s territory was slowly 
but steadily lost to the North, neither Union Generals George 
Meade, Ulysses S. Grant, nor William Tecumseh Sherman marched 
on Washington; nor did Confederate Generals Robert E. Lee, 
“Stonewall” Jackson, or J.E.B. Stuart march on Richmond. The 
only capital they targeted was that of the enemy.
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In the history of the United States of America, there were 
innumerable times when the country was immersed in crisis. Aside 
from its first war that threatened it from becoming a might-have-
been, to the Civil War that could have irrecoverably divided it and 
sundered its manifest destiny, there were other national crises 
which might have challenged the devotion to civilian rule: the War 
of 1812, desegregation, the Vietnam War, and the Great Depression 
to name a few.

Yet, for a dozen or more reasons, there has never been a military 
coup d’état (or coup for short) in the USA. Not even a weakly 
attempted one that never got farther than a handful of generals and 
colonels. Nor has there been any other kind of attempted coup by 
the CIA, the Congress, the law enforcement community, nor the 
states (a coup is much different than a declaration of secession). 
This is, indeed, not a small accomplishment given the history of 
many countries that have experienced a dynastic, military, ethnic, or 
religious coup; some more successful than others. One of the most 
dramatic stories in modern history is the anti-Hitler coup of July 
1944 – brilliantly re-enacted by Tom Cruise in Valkyrie. Indeed, 
for any country more than a few decades old, more coups may have 
occurred than democratic elections; and even new countries can 
experience this extra-legal method of changing government.

However, as already stated once, there has never been a coup in 
the USA. This is not to say that it has never been possible – and as we 
will explore, the essential ingredients are hardly the convergence of 
a set of near impossible circumstances. Indeed, coups are common 
enough and even democratic countries can and have experienced 
them.

There are many reasons why countries have experienced coups, 
and why some have failed and some succeeded. This bookella does 
not explore in detail why coups happen – nor does it look at, from a 
historical perspective, why they fail or succeed. For this, one should 
consult Edward Luttwak’s Coup d’État: A Practical Handbook. 
Indeed, this fine book is the inspiration for this bookella. Luttwak’s 
book, though originally published in 1979, has been updated several 
times through approximately 2016.

Luttwak’s Practical Handbook, however, only lightly touches how 
a coup could occur in a strong, modern democracy, and essentially 
concludes that it almost cannot happen. What it does not explore is 
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how it could effectively happen in a strong, modern democracy; nor 
how it would happen specifically in the United States of America.

This is the objective Seizing Washington: Overthrowing the US 
President is to be a Practical Guide to Conducting a Coup d’État in 
the United States of America. While at the time of writing, Donald 
J. Trump is the President of the United States, this book is by no 
means directed against him (a fact that I suppose some readers may 
find hard to believe, given the rather pitched anti-Trump fervor 
across the USA). This guide should apply equally to whichever man 
or woman is or will be in the White House. This practical guide has, 
as its premise, that in politics anything that is not impossible is not 
prohibited.

Seizing Washington also has the approach of addressing the 
possibilities of a realistic coup occurring – that is, one that could be 
launched with some chance of success. Two drunk capital interns 
could grab a shovel and pitchfork and march down Pennsylvania 
Avenue, calling for the president’s head and claiming to represent 
a new, revolutionary government. They wouldn’t get much farther 
than a barricade and a Secret Service squad car. Even a handful of 
mid-level FBI or military officers could at least pose a moderate, 
physical threat to the White House – especially if they showed up 
in an Abrams tank supported by an 81 mm mortar emplaced on 
Theodore Roosevelt Island (or any similar green, forested park 
of which Washington, DC, is filled with). But breaking things and 
killing people alone will not make a new government. The coup 
leaders have to have not just arms but also legitimacy. A coup is 
not just decapitating the government – it is replacing it. Seizing 
Washington considers this two-step process.

There are two, significant unknowns in a coup in the USA – or 
any coup: who is for the leader (loyalists), and who is against him 
(coupists). More specifically, who will fight for and against him? 
Seizing Washington lays out various pro-coup individuals and 
groups primarily as forces against the president – but there is 
nothing presupposing that they could fight for him. The question of 
the balance of combat forces – or net assessment in Pentagonese – 
will determine at least step one of the coup: decapitating the 
government. The White House and other major government 
buildings have their own standing security – and can call upon 
reinforcements as necessary.
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To defend the White House, loyalists have at their immediate 
disposal a combination of military and law enforcement protection, 
presumably with a range of weapons but probably not enough to 
defeat a mechanized infantry battalion with combined arms support; 
but certainly enough to fight off a few infantry squads, a handful of 
local police, or some other small group of fighters with small arms. 
If the White House can successfully call in reinforcements from 
the small but nearby Marine Corps and US Army garrisons, as well 
as local police, federal law enforcement officials, and even the DC 
National Guard, the president can defend himself with a thousand 
well-armed and possibly well-organized combatants. This means 
that an infantry company captain is probably going to fail soon after 
he starts.

However, if a reinforced brigade is brought to bear against 
the White House, and the coupists have succeeded in convincing 
most of the president’s potential defenders (local and federal law 
enforcement and nearby military forces) to not mobilize or, even 
better, have them join in the coup, then it is unlikely that the few 
dozen Secret Service and military personnel in the White House will 
withstand a determined assault by the brigade for long.

What is less certain is what would happen if both sides succeeded 
in fielding comparable combatant forces: the coupists perhaps 
with a brigade or two, but the president with the weight of local 
and federal law enforcement and air support, as well as some other 
military forces. It would be a battle like many in history – its outcome 
unknown and uncertain until the end – not a route of Saddam’s 
army in 1991, but the Battle of France or D-Day in Normandy 1944.

This book primarily addresses a coup against a freely elected 
president. A coup against a person who has somehow inherited the 
White House after several presidents and/or vice presidents have 
lost their positions and/or died (such as the case in a nuclear strike) 
would carry with it different political implications than a coup 
against a president or, to a slightly lesser extent, vice president who 
has been sworn in as president and who had been elected in the 
general election. And, of course, it does not address as its focus a 
coup against a president who himself is in power thanks to a coup. 
On the other hand, many of the considerations and steps will be 
similar no matter how the man or woman in the Oval Office got 
there.
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This book is heavy in its use of US military terminology, 
equipment, and organizational references. This is not to say that 
it can only be read by people who know the US military, but rather 
that no book about a US military operation can avoid such terms. 
In most cases, military terms and references are easily explained on 
Wikipedia.

On a final note, this book is not advocating attempting or even 
contemplating a coup in the USA or any other country. Nonetheless, 
it is an interesting question, and this book intends to delve far 
deeper than novels and films that deal with the topic in a superficial, 
fictional manner. Moreover, Seizing Washington could also be 
used by a president concerned about being the victim of a coup. To 
prevent a coup he will have to ask the same questions that are posed 
and answered here: who could do it, how would they do it, and why 
would they do it?

The author Liam H. Dooley bears no responsibility for the use or 
misuse of this guide to conspire against or to attack in any way other 
than rhetorically through legal means the President of the United 
States and the government of the United States and its individual 
states and local governments.

A Note on Gender
While the pronoun “he” and its relevant derivations (his) is used 
throughout Seizing Washington, it is intended to be inclusive of any 
gender unless otherwise specified. There is nothing preventing a 
woman from being president, a coup plotter, a coup target, or some 
other party to the events surrounding a coup. Moreover, there is 
nothing to prevent someone transgender being any of the above.
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CHAPTER 1:
 What Is a Coup?

“What a terrible era in which idiots govern the 
blind.”

Shakespeare, Julius Caesar

A coup is a focused, immediate attempt by a relatively small group 
of individuals engaged in a common conspiracy to overthrow 
the government – usually defined by the head of state and/or 
government – with the goal of replacing it. The small group of 
individuals have a plan, a date, and secrecy. A coup is a precision 
strike against the head(s) of government itself – but not necessarily 
the institutions and whole of government, nor against a particular 
ethnic group or geographic area; although either of these can be 
sources of, motivations for, or targets of the coupists themselves.

Coups are not the same as separatist movements and wars for 
independence, such as the South in the US Civil War (or the War 
of Northern Aggression, or the War Between the States), as this 
was a long-term, mass army effort. While “regime change” was 
not necessarily the goal, it is not difficult to imagine that had the 
South captured Washington, DC, and President Lincoln, there 
may have been some form of regime change. But this would have 
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been a separatist victory by a massed army winning a conventional 
campaign and battle – not a coup.

A popular uprising is also not a coup. Popular uprisings were 
the fashion in 18th and 19th century Europe when the masses rose 
up against what they viewed as repressive monarchies. More recent 
examples of the popular uprising include the so-called Arab Spring, 
where no individual plotted to overthrow the government but 
instead a collective, popular anti-government and anti-repression 
sentiment resulted in groups marching on the streets, striking, and 
engaging in conflict with security forces. Indeed, in some cases, the 
lack of a plan and concrete organization may have contributed to 
the disorder that followed these uprisings.

An invasion that results in changing the government is also not 
a coup. This is, simply, an invasion by a foreign power which seizes 
the capital and, usually, installs a leadership to its own liking (if it 
does not assume the responsibility of the leadership itself). Both the 
invasions of Afghanistan in 2001 and Iraq in 2003 are examples of 
regime change by invasion.

Of course, a coup can be launched amidst any of these situations. 
Indeed, an invasion, separatist uprising, or popular uprising might 
be all great covers for a coup, as well as lend a political and moral 
legitimacy for the coup.

And finally a coup is not a legitimate, legal change of power. The 
term can be thrown about as rhetorical hyperbole – as in Republican 
Conservatives in the Freedom Caucus tried to launch a coup against 
House Speaker Paul Ryan; or Trump pulled off a coup by winning 
the electoral vote in 2016, defeating Hillary Clinton by winning 
three key states by a small margin. Even compelling a president 
to resign because he or she faces impeachment in the House of 
Representatives of the US Congress, conviction in the US Senate, or 
some other embarrassment is not a true coup. By definition, coups 
are extralegal – which is to say they are not legal, but are not quite 
illegal if and when they are successful.

Likewise, a one-man effort to change the government (by 
investigation, murder, or some other actions) is not a true coup. 
If the vice president poisoned the president, killing him, and then 
assumed the position of president – as it is just a “one-man show” – I 
would not categorize this as a coup – though perhaps others might. 
Why is this not a coup? Because it is not a conspiracy, and does not 
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involve the wholesale replacement of government leadership.
Lee Harvey Oswald’s assassination of President John F. 

Kennedy (conspiracies aside) was not a coup; it was merely that, 
an assassination, followed by a legal transfer of power to the vice 
president. This does not negate the possibility that a vice president 
could conspire with a group of people to kill the president, whether 
by outright assassination or something more subtle, such as use 
of a poison to lend the appearance that the president passed away 
due to natural causes (in this case, the White House chefs, doctor, 
and probably others would be involved). In this situation, the vice 
president would have pulled off a true coup. Although the transfer of 
power would be legal (from president to vice president), the means 
of doing so would involve a common, criminal conspiracy.

Another model of a coup is one in which a set of leaders, usually 
generals, issue an ultimatum to a president (or prime minister or 
other such leader): resign or face serious consequences. And, by the 
way, if you resign peacefully, not only will you live, but you will 
keep and enjoy all of your wealth. Realistically, however, within the 
US, it is not likely that a cadre of general officers could pressure a 
president to resign without the use of force. As the President Nixon 
case demonstrated, it was only the likelihood of being removed 
legally by the Congress that compelled him to resign. In the case of 
President Clinton, this threat was not enough and he clung to the 
Oval Office in the hope that the Senate would fail to convict him 
(and fail it did).

Yet, most coups – and the most dramatic ones – involve some 
sort of killing or capturing of the leader and the seizure of the 
capital by armed forces; or at least an attempt to do so. Soldiers and 
tanks pour into the streets, the locals hide inside, and police and 
other soldiers shoot at the coupists until the presidential palace’s 
gate (or some other such structure) is knocked down and a new flag 
is hoisted above the building.

These are the essential elements of a typical coup:

 y Use of open force
 y Use of organized, armed combatants (police, military, or 

other)
 y Planning and preparation
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 y Secrecy
 y Illegal
 y Targeting not just one person, but usually a cadre 

of individuals and offices viewed as being part of or 
representing the head of state or government’s interests, 
ideals, and image. Usually “hard-core” loyalists in power 
would be targeted.

 y Neutralization by force of the opposition. This can be 
passive, such as preventing their mobilization through 
roadblocks, shutting down airports and railroads, or cutting 
off their communications; or active, by open combat.

 y Assumption of national leadership so that the action is 
more than just getting the head of state and/or government 
“fired” or assassinating them out of, for lack of a better 
word, spite. The coup plotters intend to assume the 
country’s leadership and responsibility of governance.

A final note to consider of a coup, which is partly related to what 
it is, is that there are a number of factors that coupists need to 
consider. The first is the number of participants and plotters. In a 
civil war, revolution, separatist war of independence, and of course 
in a conventional war, more people is almost always better. As will 
be repeated many times, however, this is not necessarily the case 
with a coup. Coups must always balance capability with secrecy. A 
coup of five plotters will have much greater secrecy than a coup of 
5,000, but 5,000 will be much more likely to succeed if secrecy can 
be maintained. Throughout Seizing Washington, coupists will be 
confronted with determining who to recruit amongst the military, 
police, Congress, and senior administration officials with the 
understanding that the more people involved, the more likely that 
one of them might betray the coup; and that the more participants 
there are, the more investigative opportunities are presented for 
counter-coup investigators. Coups often include in their post-coup 
government officials to be senior leaders in the new government 
who were not even aware of the coup – again, demonstrating the 
recurring need to keep the coup circle as small as possible.
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Fig. 1: In this theoretical photo, soldiers from two Blackhawk 
helicopters rappel onto the White House roof as part of the main 
assault on the president’s office and residence. In a true attack, this 
raid would more likely occur at night.

Coups not only have to balance size and capability with information 
security and secrecy, but also timing. The longer a coup has to plan, 
the more thorough its plans can be, the more training that can be 
conducted, the more people and organizations that can be recruited, 
and the more resources, such as weapons, that can be stockpiled. 
Moreover, the coup planners might want to wait for the perfect time 
to launch their coup – perhaps in the midst of a snowstorm (the 
entire DC area shuts down with just a few inches of snow), during 
another natural disaster such as an earthquake, following a major 
mass shooting, during a time of a national crisis that could incite 
public sympathy for the coup, or when there was some particular 
crisis within the White House (such as mass staff resignations, 
the president is in surgery or otherwise ill, etc.). Time is a threat, 
however, to the coup because the longer the coup is in the planning 
stage, the more time that the government – most of which during 
the initial stages is probably on the president’s side as a matter of 
duty and employment – has to detect and disrupt the coup.
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The challenge for the coup plotters is that the coup will not 
succeed if it is one deputy minister and five grunts banging on the 
White House gates. On the other hand, secrecy is unlikely to last 
if the coupists wait until they have recruited several US Army and 
Marine divisions, the local police, and half of Congress.




